p e M(U), p* e M(C) is defined by P*(z) = p(z) for ze Uand = jp(z) for z e P.
Here, jp(z) is defined by jp(z) = p(z). Note that we do not have to worry about defining p* on R, the real axis, or for that matter on any set of a real measure zero. Define wß(z) by setting wu(z) = wu*(z). It is easy to show by the uniqueness of the solution to the Beltrami equation, that jwu(z) = wu(z). Thus wu is a normalized quasi-conformal self-mapping of C which preserves R, U, and P. Hence, we have shown that the map of Theorem 1 is bijective when C is replaced by U and w" is replaced by wß. We postpone proving the map is topological until we discuss the group structure on M(D).
Let D be a Jordan domain. By this we mean that D is a domain in C u {oo} which is connected and simply connected and bounded by a simple closed curve. Let z0, z1; and zm be three distinct points on the curve which bounds D arranged in such an order that if the direction from z0 to zx to zM is positive, then D is the interior of the curve. Choose the unique continuous map / from Uu R onto D such that/is conformai on U and/(0) = z0,/(l)=z1, and/(oo) = zco. Let p e M(D). We wish to show that there exists a w e 2* (P) such that w¡(z) = p(z)wz(z). We emphasize that 2* (7>) depends on the normalization. That is, 2* (7>) is the set of quasi-conformal self-mappings of D which fix the points z0, z1; and zoe. Let v(z) = p(f(z))f(J)/f'(z).
Then v e M(U) and so by the construction of the previous paragraph one can construct wv. Let w=f ° wv of 1. Then we 2* (T>) and w-K(Q = ii(Owi(C). To see this observe that w o /=/ o wv and Wj(f(z))f'(z) wv¡(z) (f(^f'(z)
We denote this w by wu and observe that with the normalization it is unique. Hence, we have Theorem B. The correspondence p\-^wu from M(D) to 2* (D) is a homeomorphism.
We have just shown that this map is defined and injective. That it is surjective is obvious because given w e 2* (D), let p(z) = wg(z)/wz(z). Then peM (D) and w = wu.
Since composition yields a group structure on 2* (D), a group structure is induced on M(D). We shall denote the group operation by <g). <g> depends on D and its distinguished boundary points. If wa = wv ° w", we will say that o = v (g) p.
Using the chain rule for differentiation and the Beltrami equation, one finds that v ® ft(z) = MzHvK(z))cUz) t We recall that wu is close to wa in 2* (D) if log K(w0 ° w'1) is close to zero. It is a consequence of the analysis of quasi-conformal mappings that log K(wv) is close to zero if and only if |v|| is close to zero. Thus, from the above formula, wu is close to wa if and only if ft is close to a and ft and a are inside the ball of radius k < 1 contained in M(D). Therefore, p\-^wu is uniformly bicontinuous on balls of radius A:<1 inM(D).
Warning. Right translation, i.e. v i-> v (g) ft, and taking group inverses at the origin in M(D) are continuous operations. But left translation is not continuous, so M(D) is not a topological group.
Remark. If E is another Jordan domain with three distinguished boundary points which are properly ordered and if g is the unique continuous normalized map from E to D which is conformai in the interior, then ft(z) -* p(g(z))[jg'(z)/g'(z)] from M(D) onto M(E) is a homeomorphism and a group isomorphism.
In order to define universal Teichmüller space, we must first make another definition. 2* (D) is the set of quasi-conformal self-mappings of D which fix pointwise the whole boundary of P. 2* (P) is a closed, normal subgroup of 2* (P). The universal Teichmüller space P(P), with respect to the Jordan domain D, is defined as 2* (D) mod 2* (D). It inherits the topological and complex structure from 2* (P) _ M(D). It can be metrized by the metric S as follows. Let [w] and [w'] be equivalence classes in P(P). Then
where a e [w] and ß e [w'].
In order to state the next theorem, we must make several isolated definitions. Let C be a Jordan curve in the extended plane. C is called a quasi-circle if and only if there is a quasi-conformal self-mapping, w, of the extended plane such that w(R) = C. It is remarkable that for any quasi-circle C there is a quasi-conformal self-mapping of the extended plane w such that w(R) = C and w is conformai in P. Moreover, there is the following very simple characterization of quasi-circles which is due to Ahlfors. (For a proof see [1] or [4] .) Suppose Cis a Jordan curve which passes through co. Then C is a quasi-circle if and only if sup \a-b\/\a -c\ is bounded, where the supremum is taken over all a, b, and ce C such that b is between a and c.
Let P be a Jordan domain. Let AD be its Poincaré metric. Xv(z)=l/2y, where z=x+iy, and if/is any conformai map from U onto D, then XD(f(z))\f'(z)\ = Xv(z).
For any integer q greater than or equal to 2 we define the Banach space BQ(D) to be the set of all <j> such that </> is holomorphic in P, </>(z) = 0(\z\~2") as z->co whenever oo e D, and \\<p\\b,{d) = sup X">(z)\<p(z)\ is bounded.
zeD
The Schwarzian derivative is an operator which maps holomorphic functions into meromorphic functions defined by/i->{/, z} = f'"/f -3/2-f"2/f'2.
Let p e M(D). Define wu to be the normalized quasi-conformal self-mapping of the extended plane which satisfies w%(z) = p(z)w%(z) for z e D and w|(z) = 0 for z not in P. This means that w" is conformai in the interior of the complement of P. We now give a very mild generalization of a theorem of Ahlfors and Bers. Here, w is formed with respect to the domain D=U and therefore is conformai in L.
We remark that the proof of this theorem depends on the symmetry between P and U and the method of proof is to write down the solution for w in terms of two = lM for^<0.
With this remark, the proof is a simple calculation and a limit argument. It can be found in [1, p. 169], or [3] , or [4] .
Before ending this section, we make one more convention in notation. Let g be a analytic map from a domain D onto a domain E. Then there is an induced map g£, from the space F(E) of functions on E, to the space F(D) of functions on D.
Given heF(E), glq(h)(z) = h(g(z))g'(zY(jg')(z)". This is defined for all halfintegers p and q such that p + q is an integer. lfq = 0, we abbreviate g*" by g*.
II. Description of right translation. When we speak of universal Teichmüller space T without reference to a domain, we always mean T=T(U) where the distinguished boundary points on the boundary of U are 0, 1, and co. Similarly, when we write w" and wu without reference to a domain, we always mean that ft e M(U) and w" and wu are normalized to fix 0, 1, and co. Because of Theorem C, we can view Tas a bounded open set in B2(L). We adopt the notation (wuy = {w", z}=</>". Our objective is to describe the map <wv> \-> <wv o wu} for all v e M(U) such that ||<H'v>IU2a,<2.
Let Cu = wll(R), Uu = w"(U), and Líí = w'L(L). Let/" be the unique normalized conformai map from ¿7" to U. Then/" o w" = wu in ¿7 Let v# = (f)tx.xv. v# e M(UU)
and U" has 0, 1, and oo as its distinguished boundary points.
Lemma. Ifwa = wv o wu, then w" = wv# o wß in the extended plane and, in particular, {w°,z} = {wv# °w",z}.
Proof. Let /v" be the normalized conformai map from wv#(Uu) onto ¿7. To show that wa = wv# ° w", it suffices to show that fw ° wv# oW" = wa on U. This is sufficient because of the uniqueness of the solution to the Beltrami equation and because the equality of w" and wv# o wß on L will follow because both are conformai and normalized in L. Hence, we must show that This lemma generalizes to the case where U is replaced by a domain bounded by a quasi-circle and by domains of more general type. For a discussion of this, see the author's thesis, entitled On right translation in Teichmüller''s space ( §VII).
We define a map Rx from a domain containing the origin in P2(P") onto a domain containing the origin in B2(L") as follows. Let yx(<f>)= -^û2f-Then let (Rx<p) = {w^\ z). Theorem 1. The map <wv> m>-<wv o wu} for ||<wv>||B2a)<2 can be described as <wv> h* (^)tRx(ntj{wvy + {w\ z).
Proof. Before beginning, we note that the Schwarzian derivative satisfies a well-known composition law called the Cayley identity. If/ and g are two holomorphic functions such that the range off is contained in the domain of g, then {g°/,z} = {g,/}/'(*)2+ {/,?} or, equivalent^, {g of, z} = (f)*2{g, z) + {f z).
The map <wv> i-> <wv o w"} is, by definition and by the Cayley identity, the same as {wv, z} r-> (w")*{wv#, z} + {w", z). On the other hand, the map <wv> i-> {wv#, z} is the same as </> h» -fr5*M = p h* -ïKïUWï = v# *+ Ri(f)ij4>-Theorem D, i.e., the fact that {wr(,I*), z} = <¡>(z), is the reason we can choose v= -%Xü2j<f>. The fact that v# is given by the above expression follows because
Since the derivative of Rx at the origin is computable, this theorem makes it possible to differentiate the map <wv> i-> <wv ° wH>. Let ~^.2 be the conjugate linear map from B2(UU) to P2(P") defined by Here, C = ê+h and c2 = 3/n. It is known that ~*?" is the derivative at the origin of Rx. Hence, we have that the derivative of the map <wv> r-> <wv o w,f) at <wv>= 0 is <p^(w*)*22,c2Ántj<p, which is a linear map from P2(P) onto P2(P).
Next, we shall give a description of right translation similar to that given in Theorem 1. It is worth investigating because it has special significance in the case that wll = w~1. We will study this significance in §IV. We make the following convention: v" = wiu. This means if is a normalized quasi-conformal self-mapping of C which is 7ft-conformal in L and conformai in U. Letting «" be the conformai normalized map of V(L) onto L, we have that wu=h" o v", since both sides of this equation are normalized y'ft-conformal self-mappings of L. We also define R2 which is a map from a neighborhood containing the origin in B2(vu(L)) to a neighborhood containing the origin in B2(vu(U)) by (R2</>) = {W^\ z} where y2(</>) = -\Xâ nd where D2 = v"(L). Then our alternate description of right translation takes the following form.
Theorem 2. Suppose || <wt> || B2(l) < 2. Then the map (tv,) i->-(iv, » w") can be described as <hO ^j(v^R2(h")Kwzy+j{V, z}.
Proof. To see this, first let Dx = v"(U), D2 = v\L) and let T^ = (hu)*.XAJT in D2 and ^ = 0 in Dx. Then, if one lets v^ be the normalized i-i'-conformal self-mapping of C, one finds that v" = v^ ° v"-whenever w" = wz° wu. The proof of this statement proceeds just as the proof of the lemma preceding Theorem 1. Hence, {va, z} = (i>il)*{fl1', z} + {vß, z) for ze U. Now, we make the crucial observation that for any a e M(U),jv°(z) = wa(z) for all zeC and, hence, j{v", z} = {w", z} for all zeL. Hence, if we apply / to both sides of the equation for {va, z}, then it is easy to arrive at this theorem after one has observed that the map <t> H-> -iXr24 =t^t* = (hT-i.ir h> {i>tb, z} is the same as the map </> i-^ R2(h")*</>. Q.E.D.
We wish to compute the derivative of <wv> i-> <wv o h>"> at <h'v> = <h'i> in order to make possible an application of the chain rule and to derive what appears to be a new class of reproducing formulas. This is the job of the next section.
III. Differentiation of right translation at a removed point. We wish to differentiate hx at <w"> = <m'x>, h2 at r, h3 at t#, /z4 at 0, «5 at 0, and «6 at {wI#, z}. It is easy to check that these points connect properly. Note that «2, «5, and «6 are either linear or linear plus constants and, thus, are trivial to differentiate. Since |Kw,>||B2(L)<2, it is trivial to differentiate «,. at <wv> = <wT> because, by Theorem D, hx(<f>)= -^X^jfi for ||<£|jB2a)<2. This formula can be derived slightly more directly by differentiating the map <f> i-v {h>ï<,*), z} at a point removed from the origin and then using Theorem D which says that this map is the identity. If we differentiate at the origin, i.e., the case where t = 0, then we get a well-known formula. (See, for In §V we will show definitely that the conjecture was false.
IV. Right translation by the inverse. Let (Dx, D2,f g) be a quadruple with the following properties. Dx and D2 are complementary Jordan domains in C u {co} whose common boundary passes through 0, 1, and co. With respect to the Jordan curve which is their boundary and which is oriented so that the positive direction goes from 0 to 1 to oo, Dx is the interior, g is the normalized conformai map from L onto D2 and / is the normalized conformai map from Dx onto U. f and g have unique continuous extensions to the boundary, which we denote by the same letters. Thus/°g restricted to R is a normalized homeomorphism of R. The following lemma is well known.
Lemma. Suppose (Dx, D2,fg) and (D'x, D'2,f',g') are two quadruples of the above type and suppose further that the Jordan curve separating Dx and D2 is a quasi-circle. Suppose f o g'\R=fo g\R. Then DX = D'X, D2=D'2,f=f, andg=g'. In particular, the boundary of D'x is a quasi-circle.
Proof. Define a conformai mapping h of C onto C by h(z) = /'_1 °/(z) for z in the closure of Dx, and = g' ° £_1(z) for z in the closure of D2.
It is clear that « is conformai in Dx and D2. To see that it is well defined on the boundary, let x be on the boundary and y e R such that g(y) = x. We want to
show that/'"1 °/(x)=g'»g-^x), or that f'1 °f°g(y)=g'(y), or that f°g(y) -f ° g'(y)-But this last equation is the hypothesis. « is also conformai on the quasi-circle which separates Dx and D2 because it has generalized derivatives there FRED GARDINER [July and one can apply Weyl's lemma. But « is normalized, and hence the identity, and hence the conclusions of the lemma are obvious. Q.E.D.
Let ft and v e M(U) and suppose that v ® ft = (identity), i.e., wv ° wu(z) = z. We recall that vvv is the normalized quasi-conformal self-mapping of C which is vconformal in ¿7 and conformai in L. Another way of saying this is that we extend v to a function in M(C) by letting v = 0 in L. Recall, further, that vu = wiu. That is, fu is a normalized quasi-conformal self-mapping of C which is jft-conformal in L and conformai in U. Also, «" is the normalized conformai map of V(L) onto L. Then on L we have wtl = h" » vu, since both of these are/ft-conformal self-mappings of L. Hence, restricting to R, we have that f""1 ° htí~1 = w~1 = wv=p o wv. Here, both h" -' and wv are conformai maps with domain L and v"'1 and/v are conformai maps with range U. Hence, the preceding lemma gives another Lemma. If wv o wu(z) = z, then A*~1(z)=wv(z) for zeL and v"'\z)=p (z) for z in the domain of p.
This lemma has important consequences because it means that we can find the conformai maps/v and h" as solutions to a Beltrami equation and not just as the normalized Riemann maps of simply connected domains. Furthermore, it tells us something about the geometrical nature of the group operation in universal Teichmüller space. More specifically, observe that T(U) can be viewed as the set of all quasi-circles which pass through 0, 1, and co. Let C he the quasi-circle corresponding to the class [wu] in T(U). That is, C = wu(R). Before proving this we remark that if we took the Teichmüller space of any domain bounded by a circle, the statement of this theorem would remain the same except that we would define the bar to mean inversion with respect to the circle.
Proof. To prove the forward implication, first suppose that wv ° wu = (identity). Then the previous lemma implies that v"(R) = wv(R) = C\ But v" = wSß by definition and we have already observed in §11 that jw" = wiu. Thus, v"(R) =jwu(R) which is the complex conjugate of C. It is known and easy to show that wv(R) = Cv depends only on the Teichmüller class of wv, so we have proved the forward implication.
To see the converse, observe that the complex conjugate of Cv is a quasi-circle and, hence, determines a w" such that w"(R) is the complex conjugate of Cv. We know that wv(R) = Cv. Let a ® v = (identity). Then by the forward implication we have that w"(R) = the complex conjugate of Cv = C" = w"(R). Thus This theorem is tantalizing because it indicates that there may be a geometrical way of constructing the product of two quasi-circles in T(U).
Henceforth, we assume that [wu] = [vvv]_1. Using the lemma preceding Theorem 4 and the fact that quasi-circles depend only on the Teichmüller class, we know that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use tf(U) = domain p and w\L) = domain h». Let D1 = v"(U) and P2 = wv(P). We already defined the map Rly which takes a neighborhood of the origin in B2(Dx) onto a neighborhood of the origin in B2(D2). It is given by (Rx4>)(z) = {w*»\ z).
Similarly, we defined P2 which takes a neighborhood of the origin in B2(D2) onto a neighborhood of the origin in (R2<f>)(z) = {w^«\z}.
By Theorem 1, right translation by wv is given by <t>v^(w")tRx(f>)tj<p + {w\z}.
Also, by Theorem 2, right translation by wu is given by <t>r^j(v^R2(¥)i<p+J{V,z}.
Hence, when we compose right translation by wu with right translation by vvv, of course, we get the identity, and the maps Pj and P2 are formed with respect to the same domains. So we find that </> = ^)ÍRx(P)tJ[J{v'l)tR2(h")U+j{vtí,z}]+{w\z}.
We shall differentiate this expression at <f> = 0. In so doing, we see that we must differentiate right translation by wv at the point (.w~1y=j{vu, z} = (wßy. Thus, we can apply Theorem 3 if we assume that this element has P2(P)-norm less than 2. In a similar manner, one can show that if.2c. <> ¿PçVwU#>p = ip. One needs only to write down the identity : <f> = j(Vt)U2(h,l)t[(w'')tRx(P)tJ<p + {w\ z}]+j{V, z}, and differentiate it at the point ç4={w", z}.
Theorem 5. -%2ViU,u# ° ^fc» = identity on B2(LV) and £P2C, ° ¿P2¡w¡1# = identity on B2(UV).
A crucial step in the proof of Theorem C is to show that the operator ¿P2C* is invertible, (see [3] or [4] ). Here, we have shown that it is invertible for all v e M(U) such that ||<w>v||£,,,(£,)< 2 and ||<w,r1>||B2(I,)<2 and we have stated explicitly what its inverse is.
V. Specialization to a Fuchsian group. Let G be a Fuchsian group. This means that G ista discrete group of conformai self-mappings of U. We define 2* (U, G) = {wu | w^Aw'1 is conformai for all A e G}, and 2* (¿7, G) = {wß | wu e 2* (U, G) and wu(x) = x for all x e R}.
It is easy to see that the following conditions on A are equivalent: (i) w^Aw'1 is conformai, (ii) waAw~x is a linear fractional map from (7 to i7, (iii) p(A(z))(jA')(z)/A'(z)=p(z) for all zeU. Teichmüller space of the group G is defined as 7YG) = 2* (U, G) mod 2* (U, G).
A differential c^-form with respect to G is a holomorphic function </> in U such that <p(A(z))A'(z)" = <p(z).
Let co be a Dirichlet (fundamental) domain for the group G. Then A"(D, G) = {</> holomorphic in D \ <f> is a ¿/--form and ||^||X(l(0>G)<oo}.
IWL.CD.G, = jjaX2D-"(0\<f>(0\d$dr,.
Since this integral is independent of the choice of co, sometimes we write D/G in its place. and [w7k¡l o w¿kl] e T(wSkUGw~J). Now, a simple change of notation yields the lemma. Roughly speaking, this lemma means that if a property of elements of T(G) is true locally and if it is preserved under composition, then it is true globally.
Recall that in the notation of §111 right translation by <wu> was denoted by Mu. We shall now prove that Mu cannot have a constant derivative for each ft. As we have already remarked, this will mean that the map <w,> h> M'z(0) from T(U) into operators on B2(L) cannot be homomorphic. The proof will be divided into three parts, which we now summarize:
(1) First, we will specialize to a Fuchsian group G with finite area and introduce the cusp-form norm, which is a Hubert norm. From the adjointness relation and the assumption that M'u is constant, we will show that M'u would be an isometry from C2(L, G) onto C2(L, wuGwp).
(2) Then, we will show that the Teichmüller modular group of T(G), which is formed from elements of T(G) composed with linear fractional maps, would then be a group of isometries.
(3) Lastly, we will note that a discrete group of isometries of a bounded domain in a finite dimensional Hubert space must be compact in the sup-norm. But, it is known that the modular group is infinite and discrete for groups G of finite area, and this will give the contradiction. Part 1. The assumption that G has finite area means that §)UIG X¿2(z) dx dy <oo.
In this case it is known that Aq(L, G) = Bq(L, G) = Cq(L, G) for all ^^2 and that these spaces are finite dimensional. Because of this equality, the pairing between Aq(L, G) and P,(P, G) becomes a Hubert norm, which is called the cusp-form norm. As usual, we let Gll = wuGw~1 and Gtl = w''Gwu'1 when [wj e T(G). Also, we let Uu = wu(U) and Lu = wu(L). G" is a discrete group of linear fractional transformations operating on U" and on P". Under the assumption that M'u is constant, we wish to show that it is an isometry from C2(L, G) onto C2(L, Gu). If we prove this for arbitrary p with ||<w((>||B2a)<2 and with [wu] e T(G), then from the preceding lemma it will follow for all p with [wu] e T(G). One simply lets e = 2 and observes that by the chain rule and by the assumption that M'u is constant, and the fact that a composition of isometries is an isometry, one would find that M'u is an isometry for all p.
To see that M'u would be an isometry, recall from §11 that we can write it as a composition of maps : M'u = (wu)2^C2u(f")*j where
It is obvious that /, (/")*, and (w")* are isometries in the respective cusp-form metrics. Let wv ° wu(z) = z. Since Mu is assumed to have constant derivative, so also does Afv. In particular, ^(0) = ^«^». By Theorem 3, M'v(0) has the following description:
Since A/;(0)-1 = AfX<H'"» = Af;(0), we find after cancellation that -*2 ° _^c" = 7, the identity on C2(P", G"). But by the adjointness relation this implies that =S?C2" would be an isometry, for Thus, from Part 1, we know that right translation by ww would be an isometry plus a constant (i.e., still isometric). We have just shown that right translation by A is an isometry. Thus, mod T(G) would be a group of isometric self-mappings of a bounded open set in C2(L, G).
Part 3. Suppose Fis a group of isometric self-mappings of a bounded open set T in Än, where Rn has some Hubert norm, || ||. If A, Be V, then we define the distance from A to B by d(A, B) = supxeT \\Ax-Bx\\. Clearly, the group F preserves the closure of Tand is isometric on the closure of T. Moreover, ¿/induces a topology on V. If V is discrete, then it must be compact for let Ak be a sequence of elements of V. Pick n+1 points in T, xx, ■ ■., xn + x, such that the simplex determined by them has interior. Pick a subsequence of Ak, which we denote again by Ak, such that (Akxx,..., Akxn + X) converges to (yx,..., yn + i), where y¡ e closure of T. Since the behavior of an isometry in Rn is determined by what it does on «+ 1 points which do not lie in the same hyperplane, it is obvious that Ak converges to an isometry A0 in the metric d. By discreteness, we know that Ak = A0 for all but a finite number of k. Hence, A0e Fand Fis compact. This completes Part 3 and gives the desired conclusion.
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